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William Torbitt Primary School’ Pupil premium strategy 
statement 

This statement details our school’s use of pupil premium (and recovery premium for the 
2021 to 2022 academic year) funding to help improve the attainment of our 
disadvantaged pupils.  

It outlines our pupil premium strategy, how we intend to spend the funding in this 
academic year and the effect that last year’s spending of pupil premium had within our 
school.  

School overview 

Detail Data 

School name William Torbitt Primary 
School 

Number of pupils in school  601 

Proportion (%) of pupil premium eligible pupils 12% 

Academic year/years that our current pupil premium 
strategy plan covers (3 year plans are recommended) 

2021-2022 

2022-2023 

2023-2024 

Date this statement was published February 2023 

Date on which it will be reviewed September 2024 

Statement authorised by  

Pupil premium lead Sarah Fordham 

Governor / Trustee lead Turabi Ay 

Funding overview 

Detail 
Amount 2021-
2022 

Amount 2022-
2023 

Amount 2023-
2024 

Pupil premium funding allocation 
this academic year 

£91,460 £88,293  

Recovery premium funding 
allocation this academic year 

£10,005 £12,144  

Tutoring Grant £8,100 £14,154  

Pupil premium funding carried 
forward from previous years (enter 
£0 if not applicable) 

£0   

Total budget for this academic 
year 

£109,565 

 

£114,519  
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Part A: Pupil premium strategy plan 

Statement of intent 

All children at William Torbitt, regardless of their background or challenges are 

provided with the tools necessary to shape the future, change society, improve the 

world.  We aim for EVERY child to progress and attain as well as they possibly can.   

2019-2021 brought significant challenges for all children with facing a national 

pandemic. National statistics suggest that the children most impacted by the 

lockdowns, as a result of Covid-19, are those that are vulnerable and/or 

disadvantaged. Our pupil premium strategy has been written with this in mind as we 

aim to provide support and guidance in giving these children the best possible 

opportunity to succeed.  

We know from the research by the Education Endowment Fund (EEF) that the most 

important and effective strategy to close the gap between disadvantaged and non-

disadvantaged pupils is a focus on high quality teaching.  We used the lockdowns to 

further develop our staff in high quality teaching and learning strategies, ensuring we 

do not put a cap on any child’s learning journey and providing them with the tools that 

they need so that ALL children can attain and progress, no matter what their barriers 

may be.  We also recognise the huge impact of Covid-19 on emotional well-being and 

have put into place additional support and strategies to ensure our children have the 

mechanisms and necessary support available to them when needed.   

Our assessment processes in school have been revisited over the last two years to 

enable us to identify gaps in learning for all pupils.  We triangulate observations of 

pupils, work in books, outcomes from tests/assessments to determine how well our 

children are attaining in the curriculum and what support will be required.  We look 

closely at prior key stage attainment, working systematically to enable all children to 

make progress and enable many to accelerate.  Class teachers have a keen eye on all 

our identified groups including those with SEND, in receipt of Pupil Premium and most 

able and ensure that they are supported and challenged so that we are ambitious for 

all and no child is left behind.  We have revisited our marking policy to enable teachers 

to have more time to spend on live marking and preparation of high quality, stimulating 

lessons and resources. 

We have 6 very clear priorities at the school, focussed on across a two year period.  

1.  For EYFS to be Good or Better 

With our Ofsted report 2019 still displaying a Requires Improvement grade, we are very 

keen to ensure external consultants quality assure the work we do in our Early Years.  

With changes in leadership this year, an ECT and changes to the Reception Baseline 
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this is a very important focus for the school, ensuring our children get the very best 

start to their education journey. 

2. For the 4 key principles and 1 spotlight to be embedded throughout the 

curriculum and curriculum teams 

Our evolving curriculum ensures we develop key aspects on a rolling programme.  This 

year we are working to ensure our units of work and progressions of skills documents 

are robust and enable us to not only cover the requirements of the national curriculum 

but enable us to create bespoke learning opportunities for our children that bring their 

identities to the forefront and help them to see themselves as active participants in their 

daily learning journey.  We are revisiting our choices of texts to ensure wider diversity 

of authors, protagonists, genres and settings.  Our children are being prepared for a 

world we won’t recognise by the time they are entering the world of work.  We ensure 

our curriculum and the opportunities we provide enable all our children to see 

themselves in the world, to develop an understanding of and excitement for difference, 

to develop empathy, resilience and responsibility.   

3. Developing Writing by promoting a greater love for and engagement in Reading 

We know that children’s reading abilities precede their writing abilities.  By showing our 

children how to read and enjoy reading through exciting, high quality texts and then 

using author study techniques in the classroom children will be able to explore how to 

write using a variety of sentence structures, ambitious vocabulary and in a wide variety 

of genres. 

4. To positively narrow the gap in outcomes for all children from their starting 

points 

We want all our children at William Torbitt to thrive and to achieve their full potential.  

Regular assessment, well timed and well pitched intervention, excellent quality first 

teaching, training for support staff, appropriate use of external agencies and expertise 

and reviewing systems and processes for SEND pupils will enable us to help children 

make accelerated progress from their starting points.   

 

5. To further develop and explore diversity, equality and inclusion in all aspects of 

school life 

We want out children at William Torbitt to feel important, valued, understood and 

celebrated for who they are. All children should be treated as equals, no matter their 

differences. With this focus, key policies have been revised, staff training provided 

(including REA and Unifec RR schools) and the curriculum adapted to reflect this 

priority. The mental health and wellbeing of our pupils are integral to ensuring our 
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children succeed. If we understand them and celebrate who they are, they are in a 

much better space to excel in all areas of the curriculum and aspects of school life.  

6. To improve understanding of Cognitive Load 

Our curriculum is designed to enable children to learn more, do more and remember 

more.  We are working strategically with our partner school to ensure our curriculum is 

designed with clarity about our end points for each unit and year group.  Children are 

benefitting from quizzing and remembering Just 2 things in lessons. 

 

Challenges 

This details the key challenges to achievement that we have identified among our 
disadvantaged pupils. 

Challenge 
number 

Detail of challenge  

1 Emotional Wellbeing - A number of our children and families require 
additional support for their social and emotional development.  This has been 
increased by the impact of the pandemic. 

2 Aspiration - Some of our children have limited life experiences and lack 
cultural capital and the accompanying aspiration.  This has been increased by 
the impact of the pandemic. 

3 Communication, Language and Literacy – With high numbers of children 
with EAL and an increasing range of languages being heard in the school we 
are keen to ensure our school has high quality spoken English, a focus on 
oracy skills, an understanding of how children learn English as an additional 
language, what fluency looks like and that our children are exposed to 
ambitious vocabulary. 

4 Attendance - Attendance prior to the pandemic has shown that some of our 
children from disadvantaged backgrounds have poor or erratic attendance 
patterns.  The pandemic has heightened this problem across the school but 
especially for these children.   

Intended outcomes  

This explains the outcomes we are aiming for by the end of our current strategy plan, 

and how we will measure whether they have been achieved. 

Intended 
outcome 

Success criteria 

To achieve and 
sustain improved 
wellbeing for all 

Sustained high levels of wellbeing by September 2024 demonstrated by: 

• Qualitative data from pupil and parent surveys 
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pupils in our 
school, 
particularly our 
disadvantaged 
pupils 

• Emotional support leads to clear impact (wellbeing forms show 
clear evidence of this) 

• Developing our knowledge, understanding and a range of 
resources for ELSA, pastoral support, bereavement and mental 
health in order to better support our pupils  

• An increase in participation in after school clubs, especially for our 
disadvantaged children 

To achieve and 
sustain a wide 
range of life 
experiences for 
children that 
increase and 
enrich their 
cultural capital 

Sustained opportunities to enrich and extend children’s cultural capital by 
September 2024 by: 

• Carefully planned extra-curricular experiences  

• High quality educational visits and visitors  

• Children’s books and displays around the school show wide and 
varied experiences and ways into learning 

Improved oral 
language skills 
and vocabulary 
among 
disadvantaged 
pupils 

Improved assessment outcomes for disadvantaged children in 
September 2024 in: 

• Writing across the curriculum using subject specific vocabulary 

• Children speaking in Standard English in the classroom, 
assemblies and utilising sentence stems and oracy skills 

• Children engaging in high quality debates both in school and 
competitively with other providers 

To improve 
outcomes in 
Writing at all 
stages of the 
school 

Data by September 2024 will show that year on year 

• Data will show an improving Phonics picture at the end of Year 1 

• Children who do not pass the phonics screening will show a 
picture of closing the gap 

• Pupil surveys will show that children enjoy Writing and know how 
to use reading for learning as well as for pleasure 

• Teachers’ understanding of how children learn to write and what 
strategies to use in the classroom will improve as evidenced in 
staff surveys and lesson observations 

• Test data will show an increase in children at ARE and GD, 
particularly for disadvantaged children 

To achieve and 
sustain 
improved 
attendance for 
all pupils, 
particularly our 
disadvantaged 
pupils 

Sustained high attendance achieved by September 2024 by: 

• Continuing with the high level of analysis, support and proactivity 
towards our most vulnerable children 

• Rewarding attendance 

• Working directly with families to support them in achieving 
improved attendance and keeping case studies to celebrate with 
them 

• Working with external providers where necessary to ensure all 
children are safe  
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Activity in this academic year 

This details how we intend to spend our pupil premium (and recovery premium funding) 

this academic year to address the challenges listed above. 

Teaching  

Budgeted cost: £56,000 

Activity Evidence that supports this 
approach 

Challenge 
number(s) 
addressed 

Specialist Teachers Education Endowment Foundation:  
“Good teaching is the most important 
lever school have to improve outcomes 
for disadvantaged pupils.” 

Children will be taught by experts in 
their field. 

2, 3, 4 

Enable all children to 
access Forest Schools 

The NewEconomics Foundation 
found that: 

• The evaluation suggests For-
est Schools make a difference 
in the following ways: 

• Confidence: children had the 
freedom, time and space to 
learn and demonstrate inde-
pendence 

• Social skills: children gained 
increased awareness of the 
consequences of their actions 
on peers through team activi-
ties such as sharing tools and 
participating in play 

• Communication: language 
development was prompted by 
the children’s sensory experi-
ences 

• Motivation: the woodland 
tended to fascinate the chil-
dren and they developed a 
keenness to participate and 
the ability to concentrate over 
longer periods of time 

• Physical skills: these im-
provements were character-
ised by the development of 
physical stamina and gross 
and fine motor skills 

1, 3, 4 
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• Knowledge and understand-
ing: the children developed an 
interest in the natural sur-
roundings and respect for the 
environment 

 

Intervention Teaching Phonics approaches have a strong 
evidence base that indicates a positive 
impact on the accuracy of word reading 
(though not comprehension), 
particularly for disadvantaged pupils.  
We are using RWI’s Fresh Start 
programme to support our children in 
KS2 who are still not reading at ARE.   

2,3 

 

Targeted academic support  

Budgeted cost: £25,500 

Activity Evidence that supports this 
approach 

Challenge 
number(s) 
addressed 

School trips and 
visitors 

Ofsted Framework 2019 says that 
leaders adopt or construct a curriculum 
that is ambitious and designed to give 
learners, particularly the most 
disadvantaged, the knowledge and 
cultural capital they need to succeed in 
life 

1,2,4 

Smaller class sizes for 
English and Maths in 
KS1 

This allows children to get more 
targeted support and quicker verbal 
feedback to support their learning.  
Small groups allow for improved 
listening and vocabulary skills.  

2,4 

Intervention Groups in 
Years 4, 5 and 6 

Merging our small classes into larger 
classes enables intervention groups to 
run in response to gaps in learning in 
English and Maths provision 

2, 3 

Tutoring groups for 
children in Y1, 2 and 3 

Exploring data for where children’s 
attainment and progress has been most 
affected by the pandemic, identified 
children will receive targeted support for 
10 weeks. 

2, 3 

 

Wider strategies (for example, related to attendance, behaviour, 

wellbeing) 

Budgeted cost: £35,000 
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Activity Evidence that supports this 
approach 

Challenge 
number(s) 
addressed 

   

Child protection and 
safeguarding officer 
with responsibility for 
PSA – focused work 
with families 

The Education Endowment Fund 
says:  

Disadvantaged pupils are less likely 
to benefit from having a space to 
conduct home learning. Evidence 
also suggests that disadvantaged 
pupils make less academic 
progress, and sometimes attainment 
levels even regress during the 
summer holidays, due to the level of 
formal and informal learning 
activities they do or do not 
participate in. By designing and 
delivering effective approaches to 
support parental engagement, 
schools and teachers may be able to 
mitigate some of these causes of 
educational disadvantage, 
supporting parents to assist their 
children’s learning or their self-
regulation, as well as specific skills, 
such as reading. 

1,2,4,6 

Learning and Behaviour 
Mentor 

To enable positive play, pastoral 
provision and happy playtimes to 
continue.  Children identified through 
pastoral provision map. 

1, 4 

School Counsellor Providing therapeutic support for 
some of our most vulnerable 
children 

1, 4 

Emergency funding for 
family support 

Where situations arrive eg housing 
crises, heating, food, uniform 

1 

Enable every child in 
receipt of PP to attend 
one school based after 
school club 

School clubs are back up and 
running.  We want to build cultural 
capital by enabling more of our 
children to access our school’s 
enriched offer. 

1,4 

Enable children in 
receipt of PP to attend 
sailing in Y6 

Sailing is long established in the 
school and a wonderful opportunity 
on their doorstep.  We want all our 
children to benefit from this exciting 
offer.  

1,4 

 

Total budgeted cost: £116,000 
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Part B: Review of outcomes in the previous academic 
year 

Pupil premium strategy outcomes 

This details the impact that our pupil premium activity had on pupils in the 2020 to 2021 

academic year.  

Due to COVID-19, performance measures have not been published for 2020 to 2021, 

and 2020 to 2021 results will not be used to hold schools to account. Given this, please 

point to any other pupil evaluations undertaken during the 2020 to 2021 academic year, 

for example, standardised teacher administered tests or diagnostic assessments such 

as rubrics or scales. 

If last year marked the end of a previous pupil premium strategy plan, what is your 

assessment of how successfully the intended outcomes of that plan were met?  

Please see our evaluation of our spend for 2020-2021 

 

 

 


